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Breaking free of his death loop in the royal city, Subaru awakes in an opulent mansion, being

tended to by the twin maids Ram and Rem. After sustaining terrible injuries, he has been taken to

the home of the Margrave Roswaal, Emilia's guardian. The two maids, along with the young

librarian Beatrice, are the sole guardians of the mansion's forbidden library, but their quiet, peaceful

days come to a violent end when another cycle of death begins! Subaru is the only one who

remembers the time he's spent with the people he cares about, but will he be able to save them?
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Just got this today. I'm a big fan of the series and looking forward to reading it, but when I flipped

through the first few pages I noticed a bit of a mistake on the character page.It lists the pink-haired

twin maid as Ram, and the blue-haired twin maid as... Ram. The blue-haired one is Rem.It's a

simple mistake, but the names are properly displayed in the artwork behind the text, so I don't think

there's any real excuse for it.It doesn't look like they mistook the names in the rest of the text, so it's

not a big deal and doesn't ruin the book or anything, but someone should pay a little more attention

in the future.



What a fantastic series up to now ive ordered to the newest volume 4 of the light novels and the

show is just as fantastic support the anime support this series it is worthy of praise :)!now speaking

of the book itself, it has an ok feel to it yet its only standard yen press/on quality which is kinda low

in the material department but still take care of the book and it wont take much wear for a year or

two DO A BETTER JOB YEN ON! lol

I too noticed the mistake of Rem and Ram's name both having "Ram". Nonetheless, amazing story.

Book was bought for me son, and I believe he is enjoying it!

Re:Zero provides a gripping story with fun characters. I bought the series because I enjoyed the

anime, and the light novels go into greater detail than the anime. The only qualm I have is that at

times the story moves rather sluggishly, leaving the reader in a "get on with it" sort of mood. Good

story, good art, can't wait for the next volume.

Another fantastic volume. Hope we keep getting more of these translated and sold state side cause

I'll buy each one.

Got it came in early wasn't expecting that thankyou love how it's written story is awesome rem is

best girl

Gah. The only sad thing is I read it to fast! Fell in love with the anime. The novles are even better.
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